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Step by Step

Cool Tool Apps

Pictello

AssistiveWare

A visual tool to guide students through multi step iPad
tasks. Add your own photos, voice prompts and
the amount of time the student has to complete
each task.
A simple way to create talking photo albums and iPhone,
talking books. Create social stories, allow noniTouch, iPad
verbal students to share events, share across long
distances, teach narrative skills, write group
stories, create schedules or step by step tasks.

iCommunicate

Grembe Inc.

Tap to Talk

Assistyx LLC

Proloquo2Go

AssistiveWare

ABA Flashcards
(many versions)

Kindergarten.com

Sound Touch

SoundTouch

Price Extras

Communication

Design visual schedules, storyboards,
communication boards, routines, flashcards,
choice boards, speech cards and more...it is
customizable to fit your needs. Includes 10,000
Symbolist at no charge.
Simple AAC app. Customizable using a computer
and with a monthly subscription.
A full featured augmentative and alternative
communication device.
Repetitive identification, Problem solving, Food,
Zoo, Actions, Emotions, Shapes, Things You Eat,
Fruit, Numbers, Animals, Vehicles, etc.

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

$2.99 Feature: Lit Block;
Getting Ready for
Outside
$

18.99 Feature: What I
like…

$49.99

FREE Designer
$99.95/year or
$179.95 "forever"
$189.99

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad
mostly iPhone FREE-$1.99 Feature: Function
iTouch
(expand for
iPad)
$3.99
360 images & sounds of Animals, Birds, Vehicles, iPhone,
Musical Instruments, and Household items. Each iTouch, iPad
item has not one, but 5 pictures and sounds,
bringing up something new every time you tap is a
great way to keep kids' attention. Great photos
and sounds quality of recordings.
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Reading, Spelling and Writing
I Like Books

GrasshopperApps.com

37 Picture Books in 1 App! Great photos, reads
stories aloud, highlights words, record your own
voice, customize to your student's needs.

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

Read2Go

Benetech

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

iWriteWords

gdiplus

SpellBoard

palaware

DAISY book ereader for use specifically with your
Bookshare.org account. Word by word
highlighting, text-to-speech audio, font size up to
70pts.
Learn handwriting! Words, numbers, uppercase
and lowercase letters.
Provides a fast & intuitive way for you to enter your
list of spelling words, in any language. All you
need to do is enter the word (spelled correctly), the
grade level (1-12) and the spoken word.
Optionally, you can add a written and/or spoken
phrase.
Easy to use voice recognition application powered
by Dragon Naturally Speaking that allows you to
speak & instantly see your text or email messages.
Up to 5 times faster than using the keyboard

Dragon Dictation Nuance Communication

StoryLines

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad
iPad

$1.99 Feature: I like
Trains, Animals,
Music, Numbers,
Planes, etc.
$19.99

$2.99
$

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

4.99 SpellBoard Buddy
for iPod/Phone

FREE

Root-One, Inc.

You begin with a common saying, pass the device iPhone,
to a friend and they draw a picture of your saying, iTouch, iPad
they pass to the next friend and the challenge is to
write a saying for the drawing!

FREE Pass and Play

MathBlaster
Space Zapper

Knowledge Adventure

$1.99

MotionMath HD

MotionMath

Blast away the asteroids with your math skills.
iPhone,
Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
iTouch, iPad
Amazing 3D graphics.
Fractions and decimals, interactive. Follow a star iPad
trying to return to its home in a far away galaxy.

Mad Math

Lunchbox Apps

Math

Practice addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division. Includes decimal and negative numbers,
single to triple digits. Bingo, bubbles, flashcards
you can write on, track data on multiple students.

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

$2.99

$

1.99
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Sensory & Relaxation
MeMoves

Thinking Moves

Use it together with the MeMoves DVD, perform
finger puzzles to the beat of the music. Helps
calm and focused.
Art of Glow
Natenai Ariyaterakool
Relax and create glowing artwork with glow/lights,
fireworks, twinkle stars, animated text and your
imagination.
GoldDust
The Mega Super Awesome Vis Mesmerizing sparkly fun, Adjustabel speed; weight
and finger thickness; Mulit-touch; orientation
affects the way the gold dust falls; less intense
than Art of Glow
White Noise Box Skunk brothers GmbH
Reduce stress, increase privacy, increase
concentration, block distractions, sleep better with
noise loops and nature sounds.
Koi Pond HD
The Blimp Pilots
Imagine gazing into a pond of crystal clear water.
Picture bright, playful koi swimming by…water
ripples at your touch, koi dart away and then swim
back toward you. Soothing sounds.
Chimes

SRRN Games

Silent Island

Gregor Czempiel

A musical experience with sight, touch and sound.
Solve puzzles while listening to pleasing sounds.
Warning: addicting =)
Relaxation melodies, nature sound loops, slide
shows, short videos, "Island Illuminations" spectral
colors

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

$

9.99

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

FREE $.99 "pro" version

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

FREE

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

FREE

HD for iPad,
"Koi Pond" for
iTouch and
iPhone
HD for iPad,
iTouch and
iPhone
iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

$

1.99

FREE Chimes Premium
$.99
$1.99 SALE FREE Lite version
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AAPC

Direct instruction in "unwirtten social rules" that we
encounter every day that can cause confusion and
anxiety.
More hidden rules, geared toward older students
and adults. Covers topics such as social
relationships, community, money matters,
workplace and more…
Teach and reinforce basic social skills. 80 videos
narrated with a human voice. Videos can be
assigned to specific users.

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

$

1.99

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

$

1.99

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

$

0.99 Other apps: Survival
Signs, Information
Signs, Safety Signs,
Community Signs

Social Skills
Hidden
Curriculum for
Kids
Hidden
Curriculum for
Adolescents &
Adults
Everyday Social
Skills

Model Me Kids
Social Skills

AAPC

The Conover Company

Model Me Kids

Visula teaching tool for helping your student learn iPhone,
iTouch, iPad
to navigate challenging locations in the
community; 6 locations: Hairdresser, mall, doctor,
playground, grocery store, restaurant

FREE

Tap Quiz Maps

Rolzor

Easy & quick way to master geography.

FREE

State the States

Dan Russell-Pinson

State the
Countries

Dan Russell-Pinson

Social Studies
iPhone,
iTouch, iPad
As you learn state capitals, shapes, geographic
iPhone,
locations and more, you actually touch, move and iTouch, iPad
drop the animated state anywhere on the screen.
Learn about: Capitals, State shapes,
Abbreviations, Bordering states, Location on the
map, Nicknames and more
Simliar to State the States, but on a global level!
iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

$

0.99

$

1.99
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Science 360

National Science Foundation

iPad

FREE

StarWalk

Vito Technology, Inc.

Google Earth

Google

Provides easy access to engaging science and
enineering images and video from around the
globe, news feed featuring breaking news from
NSF funded instituations
Star Walk enables you to point your iPad at the
sky and see what stars, constellations, and
satelites you are look at in real-time
Fly to far corners of the planet with just the swipe
of the finger

Science

iPad

$

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

4.99

FREE

Behavior Incentives
iReward

Grembe Inc.

Motivational tool, create star chart or token board iPhone,
to help reinforce positive behavior using visual
iTouch, iPad
rewards. Organice by name, classroom; Custom
colors; Use camera, Use two pictures to reinforce
a first-then reward; Record audio; Ability to lock
app from changes; Options for larger images/text,
and playing sound when adding a token

$

4.99

No More
Meltdowns

SymTrend, Inc.

$

10.99

Candy Train

PopCap

Meltdowns are stressful for both child and adult,
but Dr. Baker's No More Meltdown app can help.
His popular book gives the tools to deal with &
prevent out of control behavior. Now you can have
those tools with you in the moment to help you
prepare your student for the situations as they
arise
It's up to you to simultaneously drive the train
while piecing the track together and collecting the
candy. If you can't clear a path for your train in
time, your train will come to a sad, sugar-coated
demise.

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

iPhone,
iTouch, iPad

FREE

